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Kronos is
a quartet
for all time
By Stephen Kessler
Santa Cruz Sentinel

“Music is the healing force
of the universe,” said Albert
Ayler. The avant-jazz saxophonist of the 1960s would
have been a good ﬁt for the Cabrillo Festival of Contemporary Music now playing at the
Civic, his screaming dissonances and aggressive attacks
on the boundaries of melody
resembling in some ways the
more cerebral New Music composers of Cabrillo using the
whole 68-piece orchestra and
Maestro Macelaru to blast the
building last weekend with a
complex racket endlessly resonant in its shifting rhythms, its
odd harmonies, unpredictable
syncopations and stretches
of head-bobbing melody and
body-permeating percussion.
After two nights of such big
sounds belted out by the whole
ensemble, the smaller scale of
the Kronos Quartet is like a palate-cleansing sparkling water
following an eight-course international meal. Just four ﬁgures
— David Harrington and John
Sherba, violins; Hank Dutt, viola; Sunny Yang, cello — mount
the little stage and dispensing
with introductions plunge right
into the program, the opening
piece by Egyptian composer Islam Chipsy a drivingly catchy
song whose genre is beyond
category but the effect I feel
is as infectious as when I last
heard Los Lobos in this venue
years ago, only instead of Mexican charanga-rock’n’roll it’s an
irresistible sonic force mixing
Arabic swing and Afro-Mediterranean bluegrass, Appalachian
ﬁddle and Bedouin bellydance.
Music cannot be described
in words but can almost be
transcribed in translation,
a vain attempt to replicate
its medicinal and therapeutic inﬂuence on the hurt soul
in hard times. Kronos means
time and they’ve been at it a
long time, Harrington noting
that they played their ﬁrst Cabrillo Festival 40 years ago,
and they’re still going — and
as Ben Jonson said of Shakespeare, they are not of an
age but for all time — a daring band of virtuosi who have
performed around the globe
and brought home all kinds
of sounds from everywhere,
spreading their lifesaving,
mind-expanding, soul-uplifting, sometimes challenging but

beautifully illuminating vibrations like transcendental evangelists speaking in tongues.
This is the kind of revival
meeting that revives me — my
secular synagogue, my emergency room, my psychic spa,
the salon of my dreams where
I can close my eyes and be carried to a place that erases history, for a few minutes anyway,
casting a spell of pure contemplative bliss. Kronos mixes the
familiar — “Strange Fruit,”
“Summertime,” Mahalia Jackson singing “Motherless Child”
— with the exotic: Russian Yevgeniy Sharlat’s “pencil sketch”
played in part with actual
pencils tapped against taut
strings, or Colombian Mario
Galeano Toro’s modern twists
on his own Caribbean tradition, or Missy Mazzoli’s “Harp
and Altar” attempting to translate the weird lyricism of Hart
Crane’s psalm to the Brooklyn Bridge. Even Philip Glass
sounds less monotonous than
usual with a dreamily melodic
trancelike American raga.
The intimacy and emotional
resonance of strings reaches
me at a deeper level than brass
or reeds or percussion; it must
have to do with the way the
soundwaves enter one’s ﬂesh, a
kind of caress that has the calming effect of a hand. But then
you are slapped out of your reverie in the third encore, which
features the teenage voices of
activist-survivors of the highschool massacre in Florida rallying a crowd at a demonstration
to end the terrorism of out-ofcontrol guns. Even the otherworldly artists of Kronos cannot escape current events and
choose to address them, for better or worse, head on.
This is how music both engages and transforms the ambient horrors of the moment.
Consummate masters of the
highest artistic accomplishment remain anchored in
grave reality while at the same
time soaring into a more sublime realm that moves and
consoles and inspires. These
four playing as one are among
the most ambitious and creative musicians on the planet.
It is a privilege and a pleasure
to witness and absorb their
precisely coordinated creation.
Stephen Kessler is a Santa
Cruz poet, translator and
journalist. His column runs
on Saturdays.
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As You See It
Letter ignores where
property owners started
What a slick and slanted letter a writer submitted to the
Sentinel on Aug. 1. In it the
writer mentions, and then attacks, a special “propertied
class” of fellow citizens, completely ignoring the fact that
the great majority of today’s
property owners were originally renters, until they managed to work hard enough and
long enough, and to save and
sacriﬁce sufficiently, to actually
buy a property. He then goes on
to somehow conﬂate the completely unrelated issues of property ownership with gun control, male domination and
big banks, in a transparently
overt attempt to propagandize
the rent control issue, and to
thereby elicit an emotional response, instead of thoughtful
consideration of a very difficult
and complex issue. Nice try guy,
but most people in Santa Cruz
actually think.
— Tom Betts, Santa Cruz

EcoPass is an
effective transit policy
In a letter to the Santa Cruz
City Council, Temple Beth El,
the largest Jewish congregation
in the county, endorsed Metro’s pilot program to offer free
bus passes to all downtown employees, joining Metro Board
members Bruce McPherson,
John Leopold and Mike Rotkin
in praise of Metro’s initiative.
Known as the EcoPass, its proposed implementation for the
city advances the Temple’s work
in social justice and climate action goals. Giving downtown
workers the alternative of a free
bus pass encourages Metro rid-

ership, less city traffic congestion, fewer solo vehicle miles
travelled (VMT), reducing CO2
emissions and frees up parking
for shoppers and visitors. It also
keeps more money in workers’
pockets. In Boulder, the EcoPass has encouraged 23 percent
of downtown workers to bus to
work; today, 4 percent of Santa
Cruz workers commute by bus
— the EcoPass is an untapped
resource. It’s effective and creative transit policy.
— Bob Morgan, Santa Cruz

Rosy economy not
all it appears to be
Yes kudos to Trump and the
GOP for 4 percent growth in
the GDP! All it took was selling off our public lands, propping up the failing coal industry, rolling back environmental
protections and giving the big
banks back freedom to gamble
with the economy. I can only
hope voters are able to see that
this rosy picture of our economy is propped up by short
sighted, unsustainable, destructive practices.
— Gregory Hoffmann,
Santa Cruz

Why do landlords donate
to Santa Cruz Together?
What if you invested the majority of your net worth into any
business in your hometown that
required not only a large initial
investment but also lots more
in the way of management fees,
physical maintenance and repairs, taxes, city fees, legal bills,
insurance, etc. Then a group of
people came along and decided
to regulate what you can charge
with price controls decimating
the book value as well as the fu-

ture income growth of your investment? They decide that
your normal avenues of redress
(courts) would now be replaced
by a board of partisans who are
bent on charging fees according to whatever it costs them to
achieve their ends.
I dare say you would see this
as an existential threat to your
business and would gladly donate a substantial sum to protect
your equity and help avoid, every
year in the future, having that
money drained from your return
on that investment and the lifetime of labor it represents.
— Clifford Bixler, Santa Cruz

Show what rail trail or
rail only would look like
What if mock-ups were built
of a rail trail and rail only, done
to the speciﬁcations proposed,
along a section of the existing
tracks that is accessible to the
public: a full scale show-andtell, each 100-feet long. Two
places come to mind: one being
between the Capitola Trestle
and Monterey Avenue, the other
east of Monterey Avenue toward
New Brighton Beach. Both sites
are easy walking distance from
the Capitola parking lot.
When the exhibits are completed, a real cost of construction for each will be posted so
the public can compare costs.
Of course, these cost won’t
translate evenly to the much
larger project, but it will be a
good gauge.
It’s important for both sides
to make their argument, but I
don’t believe their supporters
can really visualize the ﬁnished
product. Artistic renderings are
nice but the real thing would be
better.
— Pitter Fox, Capitola
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40 Years later, one member of the MOVE 9 walks free
While all MOVE members denied using ﬁrearms, nine were
convicted of third-degree murder for the officer’s death, each
Forty years ago this week, on given 30- to 100-year sentences.
Aug. 8, 1978, Philadelphia poThey became known as the
lice launched a massive attack
“MOVE 9.” Veteran Philadelphia
on the house of MOVE, a radjournalist Linn Washington Jr.
ical, back-to-nature, anti-powrote last June, “Evidence furlice-brutality and largely Afrithermore indicates that police
can-American organization. As
gunﬁre accidentally killed the
MOVE’s women and children
policeman.”
huddled in the basement, ﬁreTwo of the MOVE 9 died beﬁghters blasted the house with
hind bars. Debbie Sims Afat least four high-pressure ﬁre
rica was 22 years old and eight
hoses, ﬁlling the cellar with wa- months pregnant on that sumter. Police used a bulldozer and
mer day in 1978. After almost
ﬁred tear gas into the house.
40 years, she was the ﬁrst to
One young MOVE member, Del- get parole, 10 years beyond her
bert Orr Africa (MOVE memminimum release date. She left
bers assumed the surname “Afprison on June 16, 2018, into the
rica” in honor of the group’s
arms of her son, Michael Jr.
founder, John Africa), emerged
The MOVE organization seeks
shirtless from the house, with
to honor and protect “all living
arms raised. With TV cameras
things ... whether they are hurolling, police mercilessly beat
man beings, dogs, birds, ﬁsh,
him, kicking him in the ribs and trees, ants, weeds, rivers, wind
head.
or rain,” according to a MOVE
Amidst a burst of gunﬁre that website. They advocate for clean
morning, Philadelphia Police Of- air, clean water and pure food.
ﬁcer James Ramp was killed.
Debbie Africa appeared on the

By Amy Goodman
and Denis Moynihan
Democracy Now

“Democracy Now!” news hour,
speaking into a television camera brought into her son’s suburban Philadelphia home since her
parole conditions prohibit her
traveling into the city center.
Debbie Africa described how
she gave birth in her jail cell not
long after her arrest, without
alerting the guards: “Very quietly, she said, “armed with the
principle of motherhood and
just the teachings of John Africa.” She continued: “I was
determined to not let them
know, because ... I didn’t want
to be forced to the hospital. I
didn’t want to be force-fed. I
didn’t want any kind of violation against my body or him. I
wanted to do whatever I could
to protect him.” She managed
to keep him for three days unbeknownst to prison officials.
When they discovered the baby,
Michael Africa Jr. was taken
away. Sitting next to his newly
freed mother on “Democracy
Now!,” as he approaches his
40th birthday, he said he was
raised as “a community kid.”
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In 1985, MOVE was attacked
again by the Philadelphia police
as they tried to evict them once
more, this time from a different
home. Ramona Africa was inside. Appearing on “Democracy
Now!” several years ago, she described what happened:
“After being attacked, ﬁrst
with four deluge hoses by the
ﬁre department and then tons
of tear gas, and then being shot
at — the police admit to shooting over 10,000 rounds of bullets at us in the ﬁrst ninety minutes … two members of the Philadelphia Police Department’s
bomb squad got in a Pennsylvania State Police helicopter and
ﬂew over our home and dropped
a satchel containing C4, a powerful military explosive … they
dropped that bomb on the roof
of our home.”
They killed six adults and ﬁve
children in the house. Ramona
Africa was the only adult survivor. The ﬁre spread, eventually
destroying more than 60 homes
on several city blocks. It was the
ﬁrst time in U.S. history that a
Mail to:
Letters to the Editor
324Encinal St.,
Santa Cruz, CA

city police department dropped
a bomb on its own citizens.
As Debbie and Michael Jr. recalled the events this week,
tears ﬁlled their eyes. Debbie
was in prison at the time. Several of her sister inmates lost
children in the ﬁre. She said a
guard arrived at their cell door
and announced to a cellmate,
“Your baby’s dead.” Michael was
6 years old at the time. He recalls seeing black smoke ﬁll the
sky from more than a mile away.
“Even now, if I’m driving or running and I see black smoke in
the air,” he said, “I still ﬁnd myself calling all the MOVE houses
to make sure that it’s not our
house that’s on ﬁre.”
The six surviving members of
the MOVE 9, including Michael’s
father, Michael Africa Sr., remain behind bars. Each of them,
like Debbie Africa, are 10 years
beyond their parole eligibility.
“Free the MOVE 9,” Debbie said
on “Democracy Now!” “We were
arrested together, tried together,
tried as a family. So, release us
as a family.”
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